Barricade grilles are a horizontally-folding, fully retractable security system. They are exceptionally strong barriers that offer very good visibility when locked.

The grilles are locked in multiple places with a single key, run on a smooth carrier system and can be custom built to suit almost any opening. They are quick and easy to use. For wider openings, we can install multiple sections of grilles.

Also available in an insurance-approved version.

Key features

- Pre-galvanised and powder-coated
- Folds away neatly when not in use
- A visual deterrent that lets in lots of light

Suitable for

- Domestic premises
- Office windows
- Shopfront window displays
**Barricade Collapsible Gate**

**Sideways folding collapsible gate.**

**Construction:**
Manufactured from all galvanised, high grade steel and supplied in 'X' lattice as standard or 'S' lattice as an option. Top-hung on nylon coated steel bearings. Optional folding bottom track. Strong steel lattice with smooth durable finish.

**Operation:**
Manual operation.

**Locking Options:**
Two point locking (four point for the insurance approved version) from a single key with the lock mechanism shielded by a steel plate. Overlapped locking profiles.

**Finish:**
All galvanised steel construction. Polyester powder coated to a range of RAL colours.

**Size guide:**
- Maximum Height: 3500mmH (insurance approved version 3000mmH)
- Minimum Height: 500mmH (insurance approved version 1000mmH)
- Maximum Width (bi-parting): 6000mmW
- Minimum Width (bi-parting): 1000mmW
- Maximum Width (single sash): 3000mmW
- Minimum Width (single sash): 500mmW
- An unlimited width can be accommodated in sections

**Weight and Stacking:**
19kgm² nominal. An unlimited width can be accommodated with multiple sashes. Sashes to be made in single pieces up to 2m wide. Larger sizes to be made in sections for assembly on site, ensuring the weight of each section can be handled safely. Gates wider than 4m will be supplied with the top track in two pieces, with the split in the middle. Where two split sashes meet, two pickets are joined together using bolts and fixing plates.

**Insurance approved version (optional):**
As above with the following changes:
- Lattice assembly system to utilise high grade steel screws;
- Gate to be independently tested and approved to Loss Prevention Standard (LPS) 1175 Security Rating Classification 1;
- Gate to carry the LPCB mark on a metal plate fixed to the outside of the product;
- Gate to be installed in accordance with the requirements of LPS 1175.